Drama Queen

LaJill Hunts wildly successful first novel entertains readers with the tale of a woman who just
cant seem to stay away from the drama.Kayla Hopkins is young, beautiful, and cant win for
losing. Thats why everyone calls her the Drama Queen. She doesnt go looking for drama; it
just happens to find her. Take, for instance, her love life. Kaylas not satisfied with just one
man. She has two--one shes in love with and another shes pregnant by. Its a ready-made
formula for disaster, but will Kayla see it before everything blows up in her face? Her track
record says no, but her friends and family can only hope. Drama Queen is a hilariously funny,
fast-paced novel that will drag you away from your own problems and bring you into someone
elses.

Drama queen definition: If you call someone a drama queen, you mean they react to situations
in an unnecessarily Meaning, pronunciation, translations and. English[edit]. Noun[edit].
drama queen (plural drama queens). (idiomatic, informal, derogatory) Any exaggeratedly
dramatic person.
drama queen definition: someone who gets too upset or angry over small problems. Learn
more.
Drama queens thrive as the center of attention, and being critical or having a bad attitude are
just the first of their tools. Drama Queen may refer to: Contents. 1 Albums; 2 Songs; 3 Other
media; 4 See also. Albums[edit]. Drama Queen (Autozamm album), or the title song, drama
queen definition: The definition of a drama queen is someone who is overly dramatic in his or
her reactions. (noun) An example of a drama queen is.
I was signing books after a recent speaking engagement and a woman approached me quite
excited about the no drama stickers we were.
Drama queens can wreak havoc in your life. Learn the 3 telltale behaviors of a drama queen
and 6 steps you can take to free yourself from the chaos.
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